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Structuring 
Security for 
Success
Matt Morton, CGEIT, CISSP
Executive Director and CISO, 
University of Nebraska
Organizing for Security
• Some organizations use the term “security program” to describe the 
entire set of personnel, plans, policies, and initiatives related to 
information security
• Among the variables that determine how to structure an InfoSec 
program are organizational culture, size, security personnel budget 
and security capital budget
• Multiple Sources of research/reference
• Carnegie Mellon
• Gartner
• Management of Information Security 5th Ed.
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Functions Needed for InfoSec Program
• Risk assessment
• Risk management
• Systems testing
• Policy
• Legal assessment
• Incident response
• Planning
• Measurement
• Compliance
• Centralized 
authentication
• Systems security 
administration
• Training
• Network security 
administration
• Vulnerability assessment
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Four Primary Functions (CM)
Protect, Shield, 
Defend, Prevent
Monitor, Hunt, 
Detect
Respond, 
Recover, Sustain
Govern, 
Manage, 
Comply, Educate
Security in 
Large 
Organizations 
Information security departments in such 
organizations tend to form and re-form internal 
groups to meet long-term challenges even as 
they handle day-to-day security operations
Functions are likely to be split into groups 
In contrast, smaller organizations typically create 
fewer groups, perhaps only having one general 
group of specialists
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Multiple 
Approaches
Performed by nontechnology business units outside the IT area of 
management control, such as: Legal and Training
Performed by IT groups outside the InfoSec area of management 
control, such as: Systems security administration; Network security 
administration and Centralized authentication
Performed within the InfoSec department as a customer service to 
the organization and its external partners, such as: Risk assessment; 
Systems testing; Incident response planning; Disaster recovery 
planning; Performance measurement and Vulnerability assessment
Performed within the InfoSec department as a compliance 
enforcement obligation, such as: Policy; Compliance/audit and Risk 
management
Internal Staff as Contractors
• CM introduces the concept of other units “contracting” 
out security functions.
• Example 1
• Firewall management in Networking
• Networking is a contractor for security
• Example 2
• Help Desk Personnel provide front line “triage” of 
security incidents
• They are “contracting for security.
Very Large 
Organization
8
InfoSec Staffing in a Medium Organization
9
Carnegie 
Mellon 
Model
Security in 
Small 
Organizations
• a single security administrator with perhaps one 
or two assistants for managing the technical 
components
• It is not uncommon in smaller organizations to 
have the systems or network administrators 
play these many roles
• Virtual CISO offerings – sometimes the small 
organization can contract their security needs 
from outside their organization for less that the 
cost of staffing it fully.
IT Department
12From Information Security Roles and Responsibilities Made Easy, used with permission.
Other 
Options
Outside of IT
General Counsel
Risk and Compliance
Board of Trustees
Outsourced
Components
1
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NIST Elements of a Security Program
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What is Security 
Operations?
• Analysts
• People that respond to security threats 
• Security Services
• Technology
• Monitoring
• Analyzing
• Reporting
• Analytics
Services
Incident Response
Malware Analysis
Forensics
Threat Intelligence
Vulnerability Management
Roles and Titles
1
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Information Security Titles
• A typical organization has a number of individuals with information 
security responsibilities
• While the titles used may be different, most of the job functions fit into 
one of the following:
• Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) or Chief Security Officer 
(CSO)
• Security managers
• Security administrators and analysts
• Security technicians
• Security staffers and watchstanders
• Security consultants
• Security officers and investigators
• Help desk personnel
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Information 
Security 
Roles
20
Security Managers
• Security managers are accountable for the day-to-day 
operations of the InfoSec program
• They accomplish objectives identified by the CISO, to 
whom they and they resolve issues identified by 
technicians, administrators, analysts, or staffers whom 
they supervise 
• Managing security requires an understanding of 
technology but not necessarily technical mastery
• Manage people or processes or “things”
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Security Administrators and Analysts
• The security administrator is a both technical knowledge and 
managerial skill
• The security analyst is a specialized security administrator that, in 
addition to performing security administration duties, must analyze 
and design security solutions within a specific domain
• Security analysts must be able to identify users’ needs and 
understand the technological complexities and capabilities of the 
security systems they design
• Includes the people who watch intrusion consoles, monitor e-mail 
accounts, and perform other routine yet critical roles that support 
the mission of the InfoSec department
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Security Technician or Specialist
• Security technicians are the technically qualified individuals who 
configure firewalls and IDPSs, implement security software, diagnose and 
troubleshoot problems, and coordinate with systems and network 
administrators to ensure that security technology is properly 
implemented
• A security technician is usually an entry-level position, but one that 
requires strong technical skills, which can make this job challenging for 
those who are new to the field, given that it is difficult to get the job 
without experience and yet experience comes with the job
• Security technicians who want to move up in the corporate hierarchy 
must expand their technical knowledge horizontally, gaining an 
understanding of the general organizational issues of InfoSec as well as 
all technical areas
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Security Consultants
• The InfoSec consultant is typically an independent 
expert in some aspect of InfoSec 
• He or she is usually brought in when the organization 
makes the decision to outsource one or more 
aspects of its security program
• While it is usually preferable to involve a formal 
security services company, qualified individual 
consultants are available for hire
2
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Sizing the 
Security 
Organization
• Number of end users per security full time 
equivalent (FTE) 
• 75% of organizations reported 500–3,000 end 
users per security FTE
• 25% 500–1,000; low risk appetite
• 25% 1,000–2,000; medium risk appetite
• 25% 2,000–3,000 (33% for federal government)  
high risk appetite
• Example
• Organization has 3000 employees
• Low risk  – 3-6 in security
• Medium risk – 1.5 – 3 in security
• High risk – 1-1.5 in security
Sizing the 
Security 
Organization 
cont’d
• Enterprises that are information centric, with a 
considerable Internet exposure and a low risk 
appetite, should typically expect to have a 
staffing ratio closer to the 500 users to 1 
security FTE
• Enterprises with less data dependence, less 
Internet exposure, and a higher risk appetite 
might expect a ratio closer to 3,000 users to 1 
security FTE 
• On average - Security budget as a percentage of 
IT budget: 5.1%
NU Model
Operations
Threat Intelligence
Engineering
Governance, Risk and Compliance
Identity and Access Management

Lessons 
Learned
Some relationship to size 
and risk appetite
Some relationship to 
maturity of security program
Must address operational 
aspects first 
Keys to Organizational 
Design
• Define services that align with your 
business
• Start slow and organize around operational 
need
• Identify your pain points
• Work up manual processes and then 
automate
• Choose and MSSP to offset gaps
• Choose metrics to measure outcomes from 
organizational design
Questions?
